
For many years, Elaine has been establishing a community of Continuum explorers in Italy. First with 
private workshops in a southern cave town, then sponsored by ACSI in the north, which led to 
Continuum Italia - workshops organized, and with the assistance of Simona Arbizzani, who has been 
mentored by Elaine and has become a strong carrier of Continuum.

Continuum Italia workshops are small groups in a serene location at GulfeAllodole in Monteveglio, 
Bologna, where the gracious hosting and natural setting are conducive for each participant to connect 
deeply with themselves, with the practice of Continuum and with Elaine in a supportive community.

 
Spring is the perfect time to  come alive in new ways with two Continuum offerings. 

Moving from Wholeness: Embodied Unity  ~ April 7-9 2018

Entering the breath, sound and fluid movement explorations of Continuum provides an essential 
container for experiencing our wholeness. We are primarily fluid beings, living fluid lives on a fluid 
planet. Fluids resonate with each other and unite us internally and externally. In this workshop, we will 
focus on the wisdom held in three centers of “knowing.” We will explore our heart center, our 
gut/womb center and our brain center.  Our biological wisdom, emerging from embodying these 
centers of knowledge, can increase our self-understanding and vitality, and inform how we move in the 
world as evolving humans.

Discovering Fluid Support: Awakening the Fascial Web ~ April 12-14 2018

Often we have ideas of support as being fixed and stable. Since our true nature, and that of life in 
general, is constant change and mutability, it makes sense to explore support as fluid.  With Continuum 
breaths, sounds and fluid movement sequences, this workshop will take us into fluid support – the ever 
shifting movement of fulcrums allowing us the potential to become more adaptable physically, as well 
in all other ways. Enlivening our fascial web, the continuous connective tissue encompassing every 
structure in our bodies - as well as an amazing communication sensory system - will be a focus of this 
workshop.  Learn how to hydrate and activate your fascia. Stimulate the flow of sensory information 
leading to increased self- understanding and awareness to feel better and more at ease. 

These two workshops can be taken independently, or together at a discount.

 Elaine will be assisted by Simona Arbizzani

 The place of the  workshops is Monteveglio (Bologna), Italia

Workshop space limited; register to hold your space.

Payment due later; see  flyer page 2.

Info& registration: simona.arbizzani@gmail.com
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